
Food Fact Fun 

 

When you are in a dilemma on reaching a place about what to see, what to do and what to 

eat then Food Fact Fun is a series just for you. The show is a perfect mix of adventure 

while delving into the true essence of a destination through its food and facts with some 

fun activities. It brings out the raw self of the city. 

 

 

Episode 1 - Montreal 
The episode is about Montreal and brings adventures like indoor skating and visits to 

historical and religious buildings. It also takes a pit stop to the city’s oldest street lined 

with shops selling popular spices, cheese, beers and ice wines. Montreal’s old-world style 

and commercial dynamism come alive in this 30 minute adventure packed episode. 

 

 

Episode 2 - Quebec 
Right from UNESCO monuments to streets selling local paintings, this episode gets an 

overall feel of Quebec City. Visits to the oldest building turned restaurant serving 

traditional French Canadian dishes and bringing experiences of modern creative 

specialties are part of the itinerary. 

 

 

Episode 3 - Toronto 

Toronto is most culturally diverse city in the world and this episode conceives it all. Visits 

of popular sandwich shop to popular filming location and from historic food market to 

historic architecture, Toronto is explored in a unique way through segway ride and paddle 

boating. It also brings out the experiences of Toronto's popular indoor skydiving 

adventure.  

 

 

Episode 4 - Niagara 
Niagara city, mainly known for its falls is uncovered here by flight seeing, sight seeing 

and cruise journey. This episode not only brings experiences of its 9th century village, but 

also its tallest architecture currently. The host unfolds city’s international award-winning 

winery and its popular food culture. 

 

 

Episode 5 - Vancouver 
This episode brings up the beautiful fusion of Vancouver’s mountains, ocean and city life 

with adventures like flyboarding, cliff walking and sky riding. It also takes a pit stop at 

the ethnic food market, modern cafe and famous brewery.  

 

 

Episode 6 - Vancouver Island 
This episode dives into exceptional views of Vancouver’s parliament buildings, first 

nation’s territories and luxury condo communities. Vancouver’s master sand-sculpting 



competition and a 50 year old vineyard is visited followed by fun adventures like biking, 

wildlife watching and under water diving. The delicious food and unique eateries 

conclude a great getaway.  

 

 

Episode 7 - Whistler 
Whistler is popular for skiing. This episode brings some other experiences like electric 

biking, horse riding, bungee jumping and zip lining. An insight into Whistler’s authentic 

meals and delicacies are also part of the show. 

 

 

Episode 8 - Banff 
The highlight of the episode is the visit to Banff’s National Historic Site that exhibits not 

only the city’s historical but also its natural beauty. It explores the city’s traditional 

innovative in-house beers and special local delicacies. The host also indulges in the 

adventurous side of the city with wild-river rafting. 

 

 

Episode 9 - Hanoi 
This episode uncovers Hanoi. Though the high point of the episode is the visit to the 

famous Ho Chi Minh Mausoleum and the historical prison called Hanoi Hilton. The host 

also brings experiences of an authentic water puppet show and the popular cyclo tour 

along with giving a peek at some authentic Vietnamese cuisine.  

 

 

Episode 10 - Ho Chi Minh 
This episode brings up experiences of Vietnam’s incredible food and one of its oldest 

market. A visit to the Cu Chi tunnels, a grim reminder of the Vietnam War and the Jadde 

pagoda are other highlights of the episode. 

  

 

 


